


KJV Bible Word Studies for TWILIGHT



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

twilight 5399 ## nesheph {neh'-shef}; from 5398; properly, a breeze, i.e. (by implication) dusk (when the 
evening breeze prevails): -- dark, dawning of the day (morning), night, {twilight}. 

twilight 5939 ## `alatah {al-aw-taw'}; feminine from an unused root meaning to cover; dusk: -- dark, 
{twilight}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

twilight 05399 ## nesheph {neh'- shef} ; from 05398 ; properly , a breeze , i . e . (by implication) dusk (when 
the evening breeze prevails) : -- dark , dawning of the day (morning) , night , {twilight} . 

twilight 05939 ## ` alatah {al-aw-taw'} ; feminine from an unused root meaning to cover ; dusk : -- dark , 
{twilight} . 

twilight 06751 ## tsalal {tsaw-lal'} ; a primitive root [identical with 06749 through the idea of hovering over 
(compare 06754) ] ; to shade , as {twilight} or an opaque object : -- begin to be dark , shadowing . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

twilight 5399 -- nesheph -- dark, dawning of the day (morning), night, {twilight}.

twilight 5939 -- \alatah -- dark, {twilight}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- twilight , 5399 , 5939 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.



eBibleSoftware Engineering

Web Suite of Bible Study Tools

Explore all the new ways to study and using

these tools to strengthen your Walk with God

Return to the eBibleSoftware Home Web Site

English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

twilight , 1SA_30_17,

twilight , 2KI_07_05 , 2KI_07_07 ,

twilight , JOB_03_09 , JOB_24_15,

twilight , PRO_07_09 ,

twilight , EZE_12_06 , EZE_12_07 , EZE_12_12,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

twilight 1Sa_30_17 # And David smote them from the twilight even unto the evening of the next day: and 
there escaped not a man of them, save four hundred young men, which rode upon camels, and fled.

twilight 2Ki_07_05 # And they rose up in the twilight, to go unto the camp of the Syrians: and when they 
were come to the uttermost part of the camp of Syria, behold, [there was] no man there.

twilight 2Ki_07_07 # Wherefore they arose and fled in the twilight, and left their tents, and their horses, 
and their asses, even the camp as it [was], and fled for their life.

twilight Eze_12_06 # In their sight shalt thou bear [it] upon [thy] shoulders, [and] carry [it] forth in the 
twilight: thou shalt cover thy face, that thou see not the ground: for I have set thee [for] a sign unto the 
house of Israel.

twilight Eze_12_07 # And I did so as I was commanded: I brought forth my stuff by day, as stuff for 
captivity, and in the even I digged through the wall with mine hand; I brought [it] forth in the twilight, 
[and] I bare [it] upon [my] shoulder in their sight.

twilight Eze_12_12 # And the prince that [is] among them shall bear upon [his] shoulder in the twilight, and
shall go forth: they shall dig through the wall to carry out thereby: he shall cover his face, that he see not 
the ground with [his] eyes.

twilight Job_03_09 # Let the stars of the twilight thereof be dark; let it look for light, but [have] none; 
neither let it see the dawning of the day:

twilight Job_24_15 # The eye also of the adulterer waiteth for the twilight, saying, No eye shall see me: and 
disguiseth [his] face.

twilight Pro_07_09 # In the twilight, in the evening, in the black and dark night:



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

twilight and I Eze_12_07 # And I did so as I was commanded: I brought forth my stuff by day, as stuff for 
captivity, and in the even I digged through the wall with mine hand; I brought [it] forth in the twilight, 
[and] I bare [it] upon [my] shoulder in their sight.

twilight and left 2Ki_07_07 # Wherefore they arose and fled in the twilight, and left their tents, and their 
horses, and their asses, even the camp as it [was], and fled for their life.

twilight and shall Eze_12_12 # And the prince that [is] among them shall bear upon [his] shoulder in the 
twilight, and shall go forth: they shall dig through the wall to carry out thereby: he shall cover his face, that
he see not the ground with [his] eyes.

twilight even unto 1Sa_30_17 # And David smote them from the twilight even unto the evening of the next 
day: and there escaped not a man of them, save four hundred young men, which rode upon camels, and 
fled.

twilight in the Pro_07_09 # In the twilight, in the evening, in the black and dark night:

twilight saying No Job_24_15 # The eye also of the adulterer waiteth for the twilight, saying, No eye shall 
see me: and disguiseth [his] face.

twilight thereof be Job_03_09 # Let the stars of the twilight thereof be dark; let it look for light, but [have] 
none; neither let it see the dawning of the day:

twilight thou shalt Eze_12_06 # In their sight shalt thou bear [it] upon [thy] shoulders, [and] carry [it] forth
in the twilight: thou shalt cover thy face, that thou see not the ground: for I have set thee [for] a sign unto 
the house of Israel.

twilight to go 2Ki_07_05 # And they rose up in the twilight, to go unto the camp of the Syrians: and when 
they were come to the uttermost part of the camp of Syria, behold, [there was] no man there.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

twilight even unto 1Sa_30_17 

twilight thereof be dark Job_03_09 





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

twilight ^ 2Ki_07_07 / twilight /^and left their tents, and their horses, and their asses, even the camp as it 
[was], and fled for their life. 

twilight ^ Eze_12_12 / twilight /^and shall go forth: they shall dig through the wall to carry out thereby: he 
shall cover his face, that he see not the ground with [his] eyes. 

twilight ^ Eze_12_07 / twilight /^and] I bare [it] upon [my] shoulder in their sight. 

twilight ^ 1Sa_30_17 / twilight /^even unto the evening of the next day: and there escaped not a man of 
them, save four hundred young men, which rode upon camels, and fled. 

twilight ^ Pro_07_09 / twilight /^in the evening, in the black and dark night: 

twilight ^ Job_24_15 / twilight /^saying, No eye shall see me: and disguiseth [his] face. 

twilight ^ Job_03_09 / twilight /^thereof be dark; let it look for light, but [have] none; neither let it see the 
dawning of the day: 

twilight ^ Eze_12_06 / twilight /^thou shalt cover thy face, that thou see not the ground: for I have set thee 
[for] a sign unto the house of Israel. 

twilight ^ 2Ki_07_05 / twilight /^to go unto the camp of the Syrians: and when they were come to the 
uttermost part of the camp of Syria, behold, [there was] no man there. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

twilight 1Sa_30_17 And David smote them from the {twilight} even unto the evening of the next day: and 
there escaped not a man of them, save four hundred young men, which rode upon camels, and fled. 

twilight 2Ki_07_07 Wherefore they arose and fled in the {twilight}, and left their tents, and their horses, 
and their asses, even the camp as it [was], and fled for their life. 

twilight 2Ki_07_05 And they rose up in the {twilight}, to go unto the camp of the Syrians: and when they 
were come to the uttermost part of the camp of Syria, behold, [there was] no man there. 

twilight Eze_12_07 And I did so as I was commanded: I brought forth my stuff by day, as stuff for 
captivity, and in the even I digged through the wall with mine hand; I brought [it] forth in the {twilight}, 
[and] I bare [it] upon [my] shoulder in their sight. 

twilight Eze_12_06 In their sight shalt thou bear [it] upon [thy] shoulders, [and] carry [it] forth in the 
{twilight}: thou shalt cover thy face, that thou see not the ground: for I have set thee [for] a sign unto the 
house of Israel. 

twilight Eze_12_12 And the prince that [is] among them shall bear upon [his] shoulder in the {twilight}, and
shall go forth: they shall dig through the wall to carry out thereby: he shall cover his face, that he see not 
the ground with [his] eyes. 

twilight Job_24_15 The eye also of the adulterer waiteth for the {twilight}, saying, No eye shall see me: and 
disguiseth [his] face. 

twilight Job_03_09 Let the stars of the {twilight} thereof be dark; let it look for light, but [have] none; 
neither let it see the dawning of the day: 

twilight Pro_07_09 In the {twilight}, in the evening, in the black and dark night: 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse



eBibleSoftware Engineering

Web Suite of Bible Study Tools

Explore all the new ways to study and using
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
twilight 1Sa_30_17 And David (01732 +David ) smote (05221 +nakah ) them from the {twilight} (05399 
+nesheph ) even unto the evening (06153 +(ereb ) of the next (04283 +mochorath ) day (04283 +mochorath 
):and there escaped (04422 +malat ) not a man (00376 +)iysh ) of them , save four (00702 +)arba( ) hundred 
(03967 +me)ah ) young (05288 +na(ar ) men (00376 +)iysh ) , which (00834 +)aher ) rode (07392 +rakab ) 
upon camels (01581 +gamal ) , and fled (05127 +nuwc ) . 

twilight 2Ki_07_05 And they rose (06965 +quwm ) up in the {twilight} (05399 +nesheph ) , to go (00935 
+bow) ) unto the camp (04264 +machaneh ) of the Syrians (00758 +)Aram ):and when they were come 
(00935 +bow) ) to the uttermost (07097 +qatseh ) part of the camp (04264 +machaneh ) of Syria (00758 
+)Aram ) , behold (02009 +hinneh ) , [ there (08033 +sham ) was ] no (00369 +)ayin ) man (00376 +)iysh ) 
there (08033 +sham ) . 

twilight 2Ki_07_07 Wherefore they arose (06965 +quwm ) and fled (05127 +nuwc ) in the {twilight} (05399 
+nesheph ) , and left (05800 +(azab ) their tents (00168 +)ohel ) , and their horses (05483 +cuwc ) , and their 
asses (02543 +chamowr ) , even the camp (04264 +machaneh ) as it [ was ] , and fled (05127 +nuwc ) for 
their life (05315 +nephesh ) . 

twilight Eze_12_06 In their sight (05869 +(ayin ) shalt thou bear (05375 +nasa) ) [ it ] upon [ thy ] shoulders 
(03802 +katheph ) , [ and ] carry (03318 +yatsa) ) [ it ] forth (03318 +yatsa) ) in the {twilight} (05939 
+(alatah ):thou shalt cover (03680 +kacah ) thy face (06440 +paniym ) , that thou see (07200 +ra)ah ) not the
ground (00776 +)erets ):for I have set (05414 +nathan ) thee [ for ] a sign (04159 +mowpheth ) unto the 
house (01004 +bayith ) of Israel (03478 +Yisra)el ) . 

twilight Eze_12_07 And I did (06213 +(asah ) so (03651 +ken ) as I was commanded (06680 +tsavah ):I 
brought (03318 +yatsa) ) forth (03318 +yatsa) ) my stuff (03627 +k@liy ) by day (03119 +yowmam ) , as 
stuff (03627 +k@liy ) for captivity (01473 +gowlah ) , and in the even (06153 +(ereb ) I digged (02864 
+chathar ) through the wall (07023 +qiyr ) with mine hand (03027 +yad ) ; I brought (03318 +yatsa) ) [ it ] 

http://ebiblesoftware.com


forth (03318 +yatsa) ) in the {twilight} (05939 +(alatah ) , [ and ] I bare (05375 +nasa) ) [ it ] upon [ my ] 
shoulder (03802 +katheph ) in their sight (05869 +(ayin ) . 

twilight Eze_12_12 And the prince (05387 +nasiy) ) that [ is ] among (08432 +tavek ) them shall bear (05375
+nasa) ) upon [ his ] shoulder (03802 +katheph ) in the {twilight} (05939 +(alatah ) , and shall go (03318 
+yatsa) ) forth (03318 +yatsa) ):they shall dig (02864 +chathar ) through the wall (07023 +qiyr ) to carry 
(03318 +yatsa) ) out thereby:he shall cover (03680 +kacah ) his face (06440 +paniym ) , that he see (07200 
+ra)ah ) not the ground (00776 +)erets ) with [ his ] eyes (05869 +(ayin ) . 

twilight Job_03_09 Let the stars (03556 +kowkab ) of the {twilight} (05399 +nesheph ) thereof be dark 
(02821 +chashak ) ; let it look (06960 +qavah ) for light (00216 +)owr ) , but [ have ] none (00369 +)ayin ) ; 
neither (00408 +)al ) let it see (07200 +ra)ah ) the dawning (06079 +(aph(aph ) of the day (07837 +shachar ) 
: 

twilight Job_24_15 The eye (05869 +(ayin ) also of the adulterer (05003 +na)aph ) waiteth (08104 +shamar )
for the {twilight} (05399 +nesheph ) , saying (00559 +)amar ) , No (03808 +lo) ) eye (05869 +(ayin ) shall see 
(07789 +shuwr ) me:and disguiseth (05643 +cether ) [ his ] face (06440 +paniym ) . 

twilight Pro_07_09 In the {twilight} (05399 +nesheph ) , in the evening (06153 +(ereb ) , in the black (00380 
+)iyshown ) and dark (00653 +)aphelah ) night (03915 +layil ) : 
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twilight Interlinear Index Study twilight 1SA 030 017 And David <01732 +David > smote <05221 +nakah > them
from the {twilight} <05399 +nesheph > even unto the evening <06153 + of the next <04283 +mochorath > day 
<04283 +mochorath > : and there escaped <04422 +malat > not a man <00376 +>iysh > of them , save four 
<00702 +>arba< > hundred <03967 +me>ah > young <05288 +na men <00376 +>iysh > , which <00834 +>aher 
> rode <07392 +rakab > upon camels <01581 +gamal > , and fled <05127 +nuwc > . twilight 2KI 007 005 And 
they rose <06965 +quwm > up in the {twilight} <05399 +nesheph > , to go <00935 +bow> > unto the camp 
<04264 +machaneh > of the Syrians <00758 +>Aram > : and when they were come <00935 +bow> > to the 
uttermost <07097 +qatseh > part of the camp <04264 +machaneh > of Syria <00758 +>Aram > , behold <02009 
+hinneh > , [ there <08033 +sham > was ] no <00369 +>ayin > man <00376 +>iysh > there <08033 +sham > . 
twilight 2KI 007 007 Wherefore they arose <06965 +quwm > and fled <05127 +nuwc > in the {twilight} <05399 
+nesheph > , and left <05800 + their tents <00168 +>ohel > , and their horses <05483 +cuwc > , and their asses 
<02543 +chamowr > , even the camp <04264 +machaneh > as it [ was ] , and fled <05127 +nuwc > for their life 
<05315 +nephesh > . twilight JOB 003 009 Let the stars <03556 +kowkab > of the {twilight} <05399 +nesheph >
thereof be dark <02821 +chashak > ; let it look <06960 +qavah > for light <00216 +>owr > , but [ have ] none 
<00369 +>ayin > ; neither <00408 +>al > let it see <07200 +ra>ah > the dawning <06079 + of the day <07837 
+shachar > : twilight JOB 024 015 The eye <05869 + also of the adulterer <05003 +na>aph > waiteth <08104 
+shamar > for the {twilight} <05399 +nesheph > , saying <00559 +>amar > , No <03808 +lo> > eye <05869 +
shall see <07789 +shuwr > me : and disguiseth <05643 +cether > [ his ] face <06440 +paniym > . twilight PRO 
007 009 In the {twilight} <05399 +nesheph > , in the evening <06153 + , in the black <00380 +>iyshown > and 
dark <00653 +>aphelah > night <03915 +layil > : twilight EZE 012 006 In their sight <05869 + shalt thou bear 
<05375 +nasa> > [ it ] upon [ thy ] shoulders <03802 +katheph > , [ and ] carry <03318 +yatsa> > [ it ] forth 
<03318 +yatsa> > in the {twilight} <05939 + : thou shalt cover <03680 +kacah > thy face <06440 +paniym > , 
that thou see <07200 +ra>ah > not the ground <00776 +>erets > : for I have set <05414 +nathan > thee [ for ] a 
sign <04159 +mowpheth > unto the house <01004 +bayith > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > . twilight EZE 012 007
And I did <06213 + so <03651 +ken > as I was commanded <06680 +tsavah > : I brought <03318 +yatsa> > forth
<03318 +yatsa> > my stuff <03627 +k@liy > by day <03119 +yowmam > , as stuff <03627 +k@liy > for 
captivity <01473 +gowlah > , and in the even <06153 + I digged <02864 +chathar > through the wall <07023 
+qiyr > with mine hand <03027 +yad > ; I brought <03318 +yatsa> > [ it ] forth <03318 +yatsa> > in the 
{twilight} <05939 + , [ and ] I bare <05375 +nasa> > [ it ] upon [ my ] shoulder <03802 +katheph > in their sight 
<05869 + . twilight EZE 012 012 And the prince <05387 +nasiy> > that [ is ] among <08432 +tavek > them shall 
bear <05375 +nasa> > upon [ his ] shoulder <03802 +katheph > in the {twilight} <05939 + , and shall go <03318 
+yatsa> > forth <03318 +yatsa> > : they shall dig <02864 +chathar > through the wall <07023 +qiyr > to carry 
<03318 +yatsa> > out thereby : he shall cover <03680 +kacah > his face <06440 +paniym > , that he see <07200 
+ra>ah > not the ground <00776 +>erets > with [ his ] eyes <05869 + . twilight even unto <1SA30 -:17 > twilight 
thereof be dark - twilight , 5399 , 5939 , twilight -5399 dark , dawning , day , night , {twilight} , twilight -5939 
dark , {twilight} , twilight 5399 -- nesheph -- dark, dawning of the day (morning), night, {twilight}. twilight 5939 
-- \alatah -- dark, {twilight}. twilight 5399 ## nesheph {neh'-shef}; from 5398; properly, a breeze, i.e. (by 
implication) dusk (when the evening breeze prevails): -- dark, dawning of the day (morning), night, {twilight}.[ql 
twilight 5939 ## Let the stars of the {twilight} thereof be dark; let it look for light, but [have] none; neither let it 
see the dawning of the day: twilight The eye also of the adulterer waiteth for the {twilight}, saying, No eye shall 
see me: and disguiseth [his] face. twilight In the {twilight}, in the evening, in the black and dark night: twilight In 
their sight shalt thou bear [it] upon [thy] shoulders, [and] carry [it] forth in the {twilight}: thou shalt cover thy 
face, that thou see not the ground: for I have set thee [for] a sign unto the house of Israel. twilight And I did so as I
was commanded: I brought forth my stuff by day, as stuff for captivity, and in the even I digged through the wall 
with mine hand; I brought [it] forth in the {twilight}, [and] I bare [it] upon [my] shoulder in their s ight. twilight 
And the prince that [is] among them shall bear upon [his] shoulder in the {twilight}, and shall go forth: they shall 
dig through the wall to carry out thereby: he shall cover his face, that he see not the ground with [his] eyes. 









twilight -5399 dark , dawning , day , night , {twilight} , twilight -5939 dark , {twilight} ,



twilight 5399 -- nesheph -- dark, dawning of the day (morning), night, {twilight}. twilight 5939 -- \alatah -- dark, 
{twilight}.







twilight 5399 ## nesheph {neh'-shef}; from 5398; properly, a breeze, i.e. (by implication) dusk (when the evening 
breeze prevails): -- dark, dawning of the day (morning), night, {twilight}.[ql twilight 5939 ##
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twilight Interlinear Index Study twilight 1SA 030 017 And David <01732 +David > smote <05221 +nakah > them
from the {twilight} <05399 +nesheph > even unto the evening <06153 + of the next <04283 +mochorath > day 
<04283 +mochorath > : and there escaped <04422 +malat > not a man <00376 +>iysh > of them , save four 
<00702 +>arba< > hundred <03967 +me>ah > young <05288 +na men <00376 +>iysh > , which <00834 +>aher 
> rode <07392 +rakab > upon camels <01581 +gamal > , and fled <05127 +nuwc > . twilight 2KI 007 005 And 
they rose <06965 +quwm > up in the {twilight} <05399 +nesheph > , to go <00935 +bow> > unto the camp 
<04264 +machaneh > of the Syrians <00758 +>Aram > : and when they were come <00935 +bow> > to the 
uttermost <07097 +qatseh > part of the camp <04264 +machaneh > of Syria <00758 +>Aram > , behold <02009 
+hinneh > , [ there <08033 +sham > was ] no <00369 +>ayin > man <00376 +>iysh > there <08033 +sham > . 
twilight 2KI 007 007 Wherefore they arose <06965 +quwm > and fled <05127 +nuwc > in the {twilight} <05399 
+nesheph > , and left <05800 + their tents <00168 +>ohel > , and their horses <05483 +cuwc > , and their asses 
<02543 +chamowr > , even the camp <04264 +machaneh > as it [ was ] , and fled <05127 +nuwc > for their life 
<05315 +nephesh > . twilight JOB 003 009 Let the stars <03556 +kowkab > of the {twilight} <05399 +nesheph >
thereof be dark <02821 +chashak > ; let it look <06960 +qavah > for light <00216 +>owr > , but [ have ] none 
<00369 +>ayin > ; neither <00408 +>al > let it see <07200 +ra>ah > the dawning <06079 + of the day <07837 
+shachar > : twilight JOB 024 015 The eye <05869 + also of the adulterer <05003 +na>aph > waiteth <08104 
+shamar > for the {twilight} <05399 +nesheph > , saying <00559 +>amar > , No <03808 +lo> > eye <05869 +
shall see <07789 +shuwr > me : and disguiseth <05643 +cether > [ his ] face <06440 +paniym > . twilight PRO 
007 009 In the {twilight} <05399 +nesheph > , in the evening <06153 + , in the black <00380 +>iyshown > and 
dark <00653 +>aphelah > night <03915 +layil > : twilight EZE 012 006 In their sight <05869 + shalt thou bear 
<05375 +nasa> > [ it ] upon [ thy ] shoulders <03802 +katheph > , [ and ] carry <03318 +yatsa> > [ it ] forth 
<03318 +yatsa> > in the {twilight} <05939 + : thou shalt cover <03680 +kacah > thy face <06440 +paniym > , 
that thou see <07200 +ra>ah > not the ground <00776 +>erets > : for I have set <05414 +nathan > thee [ for ] a 
sign <04159 +mowpheth > unto the house <01004 +bayith > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > . twilight EZE 012 007
And I did <06213 + so <03651 +ken > as I was commanded <06680 +tsavah > : I brought <03318 +yatsa> > forth
<03318 +yatsa> > my stuff <03627 +k@liy > by day <03119 +yowmam > , as stuff <03627 +k@liy > for 
captivity <01473 +gowlah > , and in the even <06153 + I digged <02864 +chathar > through the wall <07023 
+qiyr > with mine hand <03027 +yad > ; I brought <03318 +yatsa> > [ it ] forth <03318 +yatsa> > in the 
{twilight} <05939 + , [ and ] I bare <05375 +nasa> > [ it ] upon [ my ] shoulder <03802 +katheph > in their sight 
<05869 + . twilight EZE 012 012 And the prince <05387 +nasiy> > that [ is ] among <08432 +tavek > them shall 
bear <05375 +nasa> > upon [ his ] shoulder <03802 +katheph > in the {twilight} <05939 + , and shall go <03318 
+yatsa> > forth <03318 +yatsa> > : they shall dig <02864 +chathar > through the wall <07023 +qiyr > to carry 
<03318 +yatsa> > out thereby : he shall cover <03680 +kacah > his face <06440 +paniym > , that he see <07200 
+ra>ah > not the ground <00776 +>erets > with [ his ] eyes <05869 + .



twilight even unto <1SA30 -:17 > twilight thereof be dark 



twilight 012 007 Eze /^{twilight /and I bare it upon my shoulder in their sight . twilight 007 007 IIKi /^{twilight 
/and left their tents , and their horses , and their asses , even the camp as it was, and fled for their life . twilight 012
012 Eze /^{twilight /and shall go forth : they shall dig through the wall to carry out thereby: he shall cover his face
, that he see not the ground with his eyes . twilight 030 017 ISa /^{twilight /even unto the evening of the next day :
and there escaped not a man of them, save four hundred young men , which rode upon camels , and fled . twilight 
007 009 Pro /^{twilight /in the evening , in the black and dark night : twilight 024 015 Job /^{twilight /saying , No
eye shall see me: and disguiseth his face . twilight 003 009 Job /^{twilight /thereof be dark ; let it look for light , 
but have none; neither let it see the dawning of the day : twilight 012 006 Eze /^{twilight /thou shalt cover thy 
face , that thou see not the ground : for I have set thee for a sign unto the house of Israel . twilight 007 005 IIKi 
/^{twilight /to go unto the camp of the Syrians : and when they were come to the uttermost part of the camp of 
Syria , behold, there was no man there.





- twilight , 5399 , 5939 , 



twilight <1SA30 -17> And David smote them from the {twilight} even unto the evening of the next day: and there
escaped not a man of them, save four hundred young men, which rode upon camels, and fled. twilight <2KI7 -5> 
And they rose up in the {twilight}, to go unto the camp of the Syrians: and when they were come to the uttermost 
part of the camp of Syria, behold, [there was] no man there. twilight <2KI7 -7> Wherefore they arose and fled in 
the {twilight}, and left their tents, and their horses, and their asses, even the camp as it [was], and fled for their 
life. twilight Let the stars of the {twilight} thereof be dark; let it look for light, but [have] none; neither let it see 
the dawning of the day: twilight The eye also of the adulterer waiteth for the {twilight}, saying, No eye shall see 
me: and disguiseth [his] face. twilight In the {twilight}, in the evening, in the black and dark night: twilight In 
their sight shalt thou bear [it] upon [thy] shoulders, [and] carry [it] forth in the {twilight}: thou shalt cover thy 
face, that thou see not the ground: for I have set thee [for] a sign unto the house of Israel. twilight And I did so as I
was commanded: I brought forth my stuff by day, as stuff for captivity, and in the even I digged through the wall 
with mine hand; I brought [it] forth in the {twilight}, [and] I bare [it] upon [my] shoulder in their s ight. twilight 
And the prince that [is] among them shall bear upon [his] shoulder in the {twilight}, and shall go forth: they shall 
dig through the wall to carry out thereby: he shall cover his face, that he see not the ground with [his] eyes.
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